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The Range of Atomless Group Valued Measures

CORNELIU CONSTANTINESCU

We prove the following results: (1) the range of an atomless group valued
measure satisfying ccc is pathwise connectée! (Corollary 6; generalization of [2]
Theorem 4); (2) the closure of the range of an atomless group valued measure is

connected if it is compact (Theorem 3).

A 8-ring is a nonempty set 9î such that for any séquence (An)n&lt;EN in 3t we
hâve PUeN Ane9t and A0AAig9î. If moreover UneN Ane9t we call 9î a

a-ring. A semi-value on a commutative group G is a map p of G into R+ such
that

p(0) 0, p(x + y) ^ p(x) + p(y p(~x) p(x)

for any x, y g G. Any family of semi-values on a commutative group G defines a

group topology on G and any such topology is defined by the family of continuous
semi-values.

Let JR be a S-ring and let G be a Hausdorfï topological commutative group. A
G-valued measure on 9t is a map /x of 9î into G such that for any disjoint
séquence (A«)«eN in 9î whose union belongs to 9t we hâve

U An) X /Lt(An).
n£N / nEN

We set

fie}
We say that /ut satisfies locally ccc if any disjoint family in 9*\9^(^l) is countable if
its union is contained in a set of 9Î. Let A(ix) be the set of subsets 9I^(/) of
8î\$ft(jui) such that the intersection of any countable family in SI belongs to 31. The
maximal éléments of A(ix) (for the inclusion relation) will be called atoms of fi.
Let 21 be an atom of /ul and let g(9t) be the filter on 91 generated by the filter base
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An atom SI of jjl is called improper if /ut(fÇ(9l)) converges to 0; otherwise we call it
proper. A measure possessing no proper atoms is called atomless.

Throughout this paper we shall dénote by 3î a 8-ring and by G a Hausdorff
topological commutative group. We consider 9ï o dered by the inclusion relation and
dénote by A the set of lower directed nonempty subsets of $l\{&lt;t&gt;}. For any 91 e A we
dénote by 3f(2I) the filter on di generated by the filter base

{{B€«|B&lt;=A}|AeH}.

PROPOSITION 1. Let /u, be an atomless G-valued measure, let p be a
continuous semi-value on G, and let u be the canonical map G-» G/P~!(0). Then
u°u is an atomless measure satisfying locally ccc.

p~l(Q) is a closed subgroup of G, G/p~1(0) is a Hausdorff topological
commutative group, and u°[jl is a measure on a ô-ring. Since G/p~l(0) possesses a

coarser metrizable topology u ° jx satisfies locally ccc. From 3l(ii)cz3l(uo /ll) we
deduce by [1] Corollary 1.4 that m°/ul is atomless. ¦

PROPOSITION 2. Let /ul be an atomless G-valued measure on 9î, let p be a
continuous semi-value on G, and let Ae^t. Then there exists an increasing map
B:[0,1]—&gt;SW such that B(0) $, B(l) A and such that jll°B is continuous with

respect to the topology on G defined by p.

By Proposition 1 and [3] Proposition 2 there exists for any neN a family
(An,i)o&lt;i^kn of pairwise disjoint sets of 9î whose union is A and such that for any
natural number ie]0, kn] and for any A&apos;eSt contained in An,i we have

n

We may even assume kn ^ 2 for any n € N. We set for any n g N

&apos;n •== 11 Km,

for any /eN, 0&lt;i^ lo,

A&amp;fl:= UAoj,
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and for any n eN, A&apos;n,o: &lt;f&gt;. We construct inductively for any n e 2V\{0} a family
(An,»)o&lt;i&lt;in by setting for any ïgN, 0&lt;i=^ /„,

A&apos;n,&lt; := A&apos;n-w U i-iy+ifl U

where V dénotes the greatest natural number such that i&apos;kn&lt;i. It can be shown
inductively that the following properties hold for any n € N:

(a) A&apos;n,ln A;

(b) 0&lt;ï^/^In=&gt;A;,,c:A&apos;n,J;

l r^&gt;A&apos; A&apos;;(c)

(d) 0&lt;i^L, A&apos;efft,

Let r be a rational number, 0 ^ r ^ 1 for which there exists n g N and i e N such
that 0^ i ^ ln and (i/ln) r. By (c) we may set

We hâve J3(0) &lt;£ and (by a)) B(l) A. By b) JB(r)c=B(r&apos;) for any O^r^r&apos;^1.

This last property allows us to extend the domain of B by setting for any a g [0,1]

B(a):= H B(r)e9t.

By d) the map jll°B is continuous with respect to the topology on G defined
byp. ¦

THEOREM 3. Let /x be an atomless measure on 9t such that for any A g 9î the

set {fx(B) | Bg9Î, Bc A} is compact (resp. relatively compact). Then /ll(9î) (resp.
the closure of /x(9t)) is connectée.

Let G be the target of /ll, let AgSR. and let
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By Proposition 2 for any continuous semi-value p on G there exists a map

continuous with respect to the topology on /n(9t&apos;) defined by p and such that
/(0) 0, /(l) /x(A). Hence jx(A) belongs to the connected component of 0 in
jli(91&apos;) (N. Bourbaki, nouvelle édition, TG II p. 32, Proposition 6). It follows that
fi(A) belongs to the connected component of 0 in /ll(9î) (resp. /x(9î)). Since A is

arbitrary /x(9î) (resp. /n(9ï)) is connected. ¦
PROPOSITION 4. Let /ul be an atomless G-valued measure on M, let A be an

increasing map of [0, 1] into 9î, and let p be a continuous semi-value on G. Then
there exists an increasing map B of [0,1] into 9t such that

and such that ix°B is continuous with respect to the topology on G defined by p.

Let Gp be the group G endowed with the topology defined by p, let M be the

topological group Gplp~l(Q) and let u be the canonical map G—? M. By Proposition

1 Mojui is an atomless measure satisfying locally ccc. Let T be the set of
a e [0, 1] at which u° fx° A is not continuous from the left. For any aeT we hâve

A(a)\ U A(/3)é9&amp;(iiojx).
|3&lt;a

It follows that T is countable. Let a € T. By Proposition 2 there exists for any
a g T an increasing map A« of [0,1] into 9? such that

and such that /u,°Aa is continuous as a map in Gp. Let us endow the set

C:={(a,/3)e[0,l]x[0,l]|aeT or 0 0}

with the lexicographical order relation. It is easy to see that C is order complète
and contains a countable infinité subset which is dense in order. Moreover for any
a, beC with a&lt;b there exists ceC with a&lt;c&lt;b. From thèse properties we
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deduce that there exists a bijective map ip:[O, 1]—&gt; C which is an isomorphism of
ordered sets. Let te[0, 1] and let (a, |8) if/(t). If a£ T we set

B(t):=A(a);

if a g T we set

B(f):= A«(j8)u(u A(y)\
\y«x 1

Then B is an increasing map of [0, 1] into 9? such that

and such that fx,°B is continuous from the left as a map in Gp. Moreover if A is

continuous from the right then B is continuous from the right.
If we repeat the same construction starting with B instead of A and replacing

the continuity from the left by the continuity from the right we get a map with the

required properties. ¦
THEOREM 5. Let ia be an atomless G-valued measure on 9t satisfying locally

ccc and let A€#t. Then there exists an increasing map B:[0, 1]—&gt;9t such that
B(0) &lt;/&gt;, B(1) A and such that /m°B is continuous.

Assume the contrary and let coi be the first uncountable ordinal. We construct
inductively a family (p^)c&lt;cu, of continuous semi-values on G and a family (B^)€&lt;a&gt;1

of increasing maps of [0,1] into 91 such that we hâve for any

(a) B«(0) &lt;k B€(l) A;
(b) jn°Bf is continuous with respect to the topology on G defined by

iPrt\v&lt;£} and it is not continuous with respect to the topology on G
defined by pv ;

(c) U Br, ([0,l])cBe([0,l]).

Let £&lt;coi and assume the families were constructed for ail ordinals strictly
smaller than £ The set

C=U B40,l])

is linearly ordered with respect to the inclusion relation and contains a countable
subset which is dense in order. Hence there exists a subset M of [0, 1J and a
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bijection if/:M-*C which is an isomorphism of ordered sets. We may easily
extend $ to an increasing map of [0,1] to 91 By Proposition 4 there exists an

increasing map Bç of [0, 1] into 9? such that

and such that ia°Bç is continuous with respect to the topology on G defined by
{pr, 117&lt;£}. Since $, Ae^ ([0,1]) we may assume Bç(O) &lt;f&gt; and B€(1) A.
Hence B€ fulfills a) and b). By the hypothesis of the proof jjl ° B€ is not
continuous. Hence there exists a continuous semi-value p% on G such that ia°Bç is

not continuous with respect to the topology on G defined by p$.

We set for any £&lt;o&gt;i and for any ae[0,1]

Bé(a) := A D fi B«(|8))\( U Be(y)\

and dénote by q&gt;ç the canonical map G —&gt; Mç. By c) two sets of the type Bç(a)
either are disjoint or one of them is included in the other one. By b) there exists

for any £&lt;o&gt;i an a(£)e[0,1] such that Bè(a(^))^^l(ç^ ° /ut). By b) for any tj&lt;£
we hâve B^(a(^))e9l(&lt;pv°fjL). Let us dénote by Mo (resp. M\) the set of ^&lt;o&gt;i for
which the set

is countable (resp. uncountable). We set for any

Q:=B€(a(£))\ U ^(

Since (Q)^gm0 is a family of pairwise disjoint sets of 9î\9î(/x) and since /ul satisfies

locally ccc Mo is countable. We may therefore construct a strictly increasing family
(C(f))«&lt;«i °^ éléments of Mi such that

for any ^ tj such that ^&lt;î|&lt;ûii. Then
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is a family of pairwise disjoint sets of 9î\9?(/u,) contained in A and this contradicts
the hypothesis that /ul satisfies locally ccc. ¦

COROLLARY 6. If /x is an atomless measure on 9t satisfying locally ccc then

is pathwise connectée. ¦
Remark. D. Landers ([2] Theorem 4) showed that /m(9î) is pathwise connected

if there exists an atomless submeasure A :9t-&gt; [0, o°[ dominating /ll. In this case /ll
is atomless and satisfies locally ccc (since À satisfies locally ccc and ^(À)
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